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Always something
Paid Powers and Marty Valentine patiently listen to the gripes of John Kilian last night during O'Neill's Gripe Night. The event was held in South Dining Hall and offered students the opportunity to complain about any topic.

FBI agent charged with espionage, selling info
to female Soviet agent

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - The FBI arrested one of its own agents on espionage charges yesterday, accusing the California-based counterespionage of selling secrets to a female Soviet agent who government sources say have been his lover, and to her estranged husband.

Special Agent Richard W. Miller, 47, a 20-year FBI veteran said to have been in financial trouble, was the first FBI agent ever charged with espionage and the case marked the first known foreign infiltration of the FBI.

Miller, a counterespiong in Los Angeles, was arrested at his home and appeared before U.S. Magistrate Roger McKeef in San Diego. He was ordered back to court today to face a charge of conspiracy to gather defense information to aid a foreign government. Maximum penalty upon conviction would be life in prison.

No bail was allowed because "flight is a real strong risk," Assistant U.S. Attorney Ray Edwards said. A court document says there was a plan for Miller to go to Vienna, Austria, or Warsaw, Poland.

No plea was entered. Miller winked at his wife, Pauls, in court, and she waved. The couple exchanged sign language messages.

Svetlana Ogorkorovsk, 34, of Los Angeles, an alleged KGB major, and husband Nikolai Ogorkorovsk, also known as Nikolai Wolfson, 51, were also arrested and charged Wednesday in Los Angeles. The FBI said they were born in the Soviet Union and emigrated to the United States in 1973.

Ogorkorovsk, who works for a local sausage factory, appeared in court.

see SPYING, page 5

Peace Corps recruiting new people
interested in helping disadvantaged

By TERRY BLAND
Staff Reporter

The goals of the Peace Corps are to supply trained manpower to Third World nations, to give people in other countries a better understanding of Americans, and to give Americans a better understanding of other countries.

The Peace Corps is a volunteer organization funded by the federal government. People who serve overseas are paid approximately $175 a month as a readjustment allowance, which is paid in a bulk sum at the end of two years when they return home.

The Peace Corps is additionally funded by a partnership fund, which is accessible to volunteers while overseas. Various organizations can contribute to the fund.

Smolka explained if a volunteer discovered or created a project that had to be funded, money could be used from this fund to pay for it.

"Volunteers will have a specific project in mind and they find a group that wants to support that specific project," Mairson said. "What's good about it is a group gets to see where their money is going. They get pictures of it and expect to get reports on developments."

The majority of the money put into Peace Corps is spent strictly on supporting the volunteers, said Smolka. The volunteers must find their own "incentives" in any project they want to complete.

The average age of a Peace Corps volunteer is 30, and the cost of supporting a volunteer for a year is $39,000. Roughly 14 percent of the volunteers extend their service beyond the usual two-year period.

Smolka and Mairson are working out of the Chicago area recruiting of fice and working various colleges in Illinois and Indiana. Some of the schools are the University of Illinois, the University of Notre Dame, the University of Chicago and the University of Illinois at Chicago.

see POLICY, page 6
The Observer

In Brief

The expulsion of two graduate students at the University of Georgia resulted from their allegedly selling grades to three undergraduates enrolled in their Spanish classes. The undergraduates paid $150 to the two graduate teaching assistants in exchange for “A” grades. All of the undergraduates involved had their Spanish grades reduced, and two of them may lose their college degrees as well. The Observer

The number of airline delays dropped in September because of better weather and the end of vacation season, but the figure remained much higher than a year ago, officials said yesterday. The Federal Aviation Administration said there was an average of 1.051 flight delays a day nationally during September, compared to 1.431 a day during August. That compared to 1.455 delays a day in September 1983. AP

A surprise university fire drill in which smoke bombs were set off to aid realism went awry Tuesday when students panicked, and six people were treated for smoke inhalation, authorities said. Smoke bombs were set off at 6:50 p.m. by officials in a 14-story dormitory at Stephen F. Austin State University. Five of the injured students were treated for smoke inhalation at Nacogdoches Memorial Hospital and released, a hospital spokeswoman said. A sixth student was treated at the scene, said university spokesman Ken Kennamer. He added campus officials had conducted a similar drill before. AP

Brown University students will vote next week on whether they want the campus health center to stock contraceptive pills so students can commit suicide in event of a nuclear war rather than die from fallout. About 700 undergraduates at the Ivy League school signed a petition asking that the question be included on the ballots for the Oct. 10-11 student council election. If the petition passes, the health center will restock contraceptive pills. Chris Ferguson, co-author of the referendum, said he hopes it will stir a supply of apostles or other "symbolic" tablets into discussing the issue. AP

An 18-year-old violinist "stunned" the audience at a Canadian concert for Queen Elizabeth II, but his energies quickly returned to Calculus 311 and the music lessons he’s taking at Indiana University. Corey Croweck, who moved to Bismarck, North Dakota from Vancouver, Canada, was invited to play his violin solo for the queen Monday night because he is considered one of Canada’s top performers. Although Corey has excelled to college levels both musically and academically, he cringes when people call him a genius or a child prodigy. He says he is just like other kids. He likes to ride bikes, play soccer and build tree houses. AP

Brown University students will vote next week on whether they want the campus health center to stock contraceptive pills so students can commit suicide in event of a nuclear war rather than die from fallout. About 700 undergraduates at the Ivy League school signed a petition asking that the question be included on the ballots for the Oct. 10-11 student council election. If the petition passes, the health center will restock contraceptive pills. Chris Ferguson, co-author of the referendum, said he hopes it will stir a supply of apostles or other "symbolic" tablets into discussing the issue. AP

Of Interest

The Feast of Saint Francis of Assisi will be celebrated today with a Mass, meal and movie. At 5:15 p.m. the Mass of the Feast will be celebrated in Sacred Heart Church Father Don McNeill, C.S.C., director of the Center for Social Concerns will preside. After Mass a “beggar’s banquet” will be served at 6:30 p.m. in the Center for Social Concerns, after which a film biography of Saint Francis, “Brother Sun, Sister Moon” will be shown at 7:30 p.m. The celebration is jointly sponsored by the Office of University Ministry and the Center for Social Concerns. Admission to all events is free and the public is invited. The Observer

Weather

Mostly sunny and continued mild today with a high in the mid 70s. Increasing cloudiness tonight and into early tomorrow. Mostly cloudy with a 40 percent chance of rain tomorrow, with a high in the mid 70s - AP

Changing current parietals still too much for some to handle

Is there a Saint Mary’s upperclassman who does not remember the outcome of last year’s housing problem? How student government generated enough support to show Dr. John Duggan, College president, that the new system of blocking off specific rooms for freshmen was unfair? Well, if you recall, in the fall of that year, Duggan had the housing policy reversed two hours before room picks were to begin. That incident showed students what they can accomplish at Saint Mary’s if they really want to.

Now there are another cause to rally around – another policy that can change if students show the necessary support. That policy is the infamous parietals system at Saint Mary’s, a system best described as out of date, awkward and downright embarrassing.

That policy is based on a notion of residential options and the role that residence halls play in helping students find their own identity. The system is based on the idea of an all-male and all-female residence hall, and has been in place at Saint Mary’s for almost 50 years.

The idea of attemping to change the parietals policy again. It is usualy there the problem lies. Both the Parent’s Council and the Board of Regents are exasperatingly hesitant about changing the parietals policy. One reason given is usually security, among others. In Notre Dame women’s dorms, there is the Detex system to check who comes into the dorm; at Saint Mary’s there are hall desks with night workers. But at ND, parietals begin at 11 a.m., whereas at SMC, not until 5 p.m. That particular, just does not seem to make sense much. Fonger me for sounding surragous, but what is the problem with having men on the floors during the day, even without leaving an ID? The ID system could still be used at night, if they’re really that worried about strangers coming in.

What are these two boards so concerned about? Why can’t we try to foster normal relationships between men and women, ones that don’t start at 5 p.m. and end at 10? And as far as the well-worn disruption excuse, why do men always have to equal noise in the eyes of those making the decisions? Whether you agree or disagree, you have your chance to speak out soon. Each student will be receiving a survey on this subject. If students want anything changed in the parietals system either way, they have to get it out and give it back! With a dramatic show of support, the Parent’s Council and Board of Regents just might have a change of heart.

They are willing to listen if students are willing to speak out. And if students don’t respond, they have no reason to complain about the present Saint Mary’s parietals policy again.
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Congressmen outraged over spending of funds

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Congressmen expressed outrage yesterday that most of the $14 million set aside to facilitate the Army's conversion of military facilities for defense purposes, was being spent by the Army on routine maintenance.

"That, I think, is just shocking," said Rep. Ted Weiss, D-N.Y., chairman of the House subcommittee that was charged with oversight of the Defense Department's spending.

The General Accounting Office said in a report released Thursday, that $200,000 was used to upgrade a facility for the homeless in Alameda County, Calif., and $700,000 has been obligated for a similar project in Philadelphia.

"The balance of the money has been spent in Army reserve ... operations" to repair "defense facilities for defense purposes," said Paul C. Wright of the GAO, the congressional audit arm.

The money set aside by Congress for the homeless originally had been placed in a Defense Department account because "Army reserve centers were thought to be probably the first type of facility to be used as a shelter," he said.

"However when Defense saw it was not going to be using the entire $14 million for the shelters, it decided to spend the money for other purposes rather than lose it at the end of the fiscal year," he said.

Joseph F. Delillo, associate director of the human resources division of the GAO, said the Pentagon concluded that one reason it didn't use all the money on shelters was the remonstrance of the military bases.

He added: "The base commanders who were in charge of the local bases had rules about the amount of people they would take onto the base, the facilities and how they would be used and they're quite restrictive.

"For military reasons, they preferred to restrict some of the use of the base to maybe just weekends and certain times during the weekend and so forth."

Local citizens who were hoping to use the facilities to provide help for the homeless often found the conditions too restrictive, he said.

The GAO said some 600 Army facilities were initially thought to be possible shelters, but only two were selected.

Making a racket

Three Lewis Hall residents strum their Wiiscons at last night's Lewis Talent Night in the Naz. Each section of the hall was represented by its own act. The group above is performing its version of the ever-popular hit, "Pheasantpilucker."

Nineteen die in boat party accident

Associated Press

HAMBURG, West Germany - Investigators said yesterday they found no life preservers aboard a chartered ship that sank after a collision in Hamburg harbor, killing 19 revelers on a birthday champagne cruise.

The cause of the Tuesday night disaster had not been determined as investigators raised the wreckage of the 47-foot Martina and towed it to a shipyard.

The husband and wife who chartered the vessel to celebrate his 40th birthday were among 24 people rescued, but their two young sons were presumed drowned.

The body of a woman in her 60s was found floating in the harbor about an hour after the Martina, with 43 aboard, sank after colliding with a tugboat cable.

Six more bodies, three adults and three children, were found trapped in the Martina's hull when the vessel was raised yesterday.

Rescuers abandoned the search for seven adults and five children still missing, saying there was no hope they survived.

Wolfgang Rosenhagen told police his and his wife, Gudrun, chartered the ship for a champagne cruise to celebrate his birthday. They were rescued, along with 22 others who were treated for shock and exposure after being plucked from 51-degree waters. But the Rosenhagens' son, 11-year-old Guntram and 5-year-old Mathias, were missing.

Joachim Peters, head of the Hamburg harbor police, said "no rescue gear was found," either life preservers or life rafts, on the raised boat or in the water nearby.

It was not immediately clear what lifesaving equipment would have been required aboard the Martina.

The captain was among those missing and presumed dead.

Police said some witnesses claimed the tugboat Thereza was not displaying the proper lights when the Martina hit a cable connecting the tugboat and a barge. The tug was not damaged, and there were no injuries among crew.

Interior Senator Rolf Lange told reporters the Martina capsized and "may have been run over by the barge," which was loaded with material from an excavation site.

Tugboat skipper Guenther Heinemann immediately radioed an alarm and began taking survivors aboard, authorities said.

In all, 35 boats and 751 police officers, firemen, harbor officials and volunteers joined the rescue effort, scouring the nearby Elbe River, which makes up Hamburg harbor, and the rocky banks for survivors.

Relatives kept shoreline vigil through the night.

Heinemann was unavailable for comment, and the telephone at his home was not answered Wednesday evening. No charges have been filed against him.

Let's talk about the summer of '85.

if you are thinking that for ahead, we may have a job for you.

W.R. Grace & Co. is looking for outstanding undergraduates to join us in a summer intern program between junior and senior years.

We are looking for especially talented:

ACCOUNTING AND MANGERING MAJORS

Students with outstanding academic records and with a demonstrated interest in outside activities... Men and women with a genuine interest in business and with that mix of imagination, ability and foresight necessary for success. Individuals ofordinate
curiosity, and the willingness to learn in an unstructured environment.

In a recent summer, one of our recruits spent her two months in financial analysis. One came to New York for a special project in our Corporate Finance Department and another spent the summer with one of our Chemical Divisions as a Process Engineer.

As your placement officer will tell you, our global interests in chemicals, petroleum and consumer products offer a rare diversity of opportunity.

We will be on your campus soon. If this area challenges you - and you enjoy a challenge - take some time now to outline your qualifications in a thoughtful letter to:

Manager of College Relations

W.R. Grace & Co.
Grace Plaza
114 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036

We will be on your campus soon.
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You know this stereotype. And you know it doesn't apply to you. Yet finding an employer who ignores stereotypes and recognizes talent may seem difficult, if not impossible.

At The Travelers, we know exceptional talent when we see it. And we have a program that prepares gifted, highly motivated individuals for management careers in data processing.

Our ACCENT (Accelerated Entry Into Management) program will challenge your technical and intellectual abilities. Through rotations, you'll contribute to areas like Network Design and Development, Personal Computer Development, and Operating System Support. And across-the-board experience is good preparation for management responsibilities.

And with your ACCENT training behind you, you'll be ready for a visible management position. In a department with an annual budget exceeding $200 million dollars, state-of-the-art data centers in Hartford and Atlanta, and one of the largest distributed networks in the world.

The Travelers is a diversified financial services corporation with $33 billion dollars in assets. We are committed to improving productivity with the help of such leading-edge technologies as the 12,000 IBM personal computers we've purchased.

So if you want a career that matches your ability, ACCENT wants you. Come talk to The Travelers representative on campus.

Nerds need not apply.

The Travelers
The Travelers Companies
Hartford, Connecticut 06115

Recruiting Date: 10/12/84
World’s Fair described as disaster by governor

Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — The World’s Fair has become a “disaster” and had it been a public undertaking “there would have been a number of people sent to the penitentiary,” Gov. Edwin Edwards said Tuesday.

Edwards also said the fair must cut expenses and disperse with the necessary high-level employees, including the president of the Louisiana World Exposition Inc., Petir Spurney, and the director of marketing, George Williams.

Boistered by the city’s agreement not to demand payment of $3.5 million owed in taxes, the exposition, which has had to lay off hundreds of employees, is expected to continue until its scheduled Nov. 11 closing.

In another development, a New Orleans television station reported that Spurney has been called to appear before a U.S. Attorney’s grand jury today to answer questions about the fair’s financial dealings. Spurney did not return a telephone call left at his home by The Associated Press about the report.

“Tragedy”

“We are in a tragedy,” Edward said Tuesday, before U.S. Magistrate Volney Brown on Wednesday. Dressed in a sweat-shirt, blue jeans and a baseball cap, he said he was destitute, with just $85 in his savings account. He removed his cap when he stood before Brown.

The couple is separated and in a dispute over custody of their 13-year-old child. The father currently has custody, officials said.

Ferraro, Jackson begin joint appearances

As Geraldine Ferraro and the Rev. Jesse Jackson urged voters to “send Reagan back to the ranch,” Vice President George Bush released his tax returns for the three years that he had been assessed after an audit of his 1981 return.

Bush revealed tax returns for years in office; Ferraro, Jackson begin joint appearances
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Jesse Jackson urged voters to “send Reagan back to the ranch,” Vice President George Bush released his tax returns yesterday, revealing that he had been assessed $198,000 in income.

As his aides released his tax returns yesterday, revealing that he had been assessed $198,000 in income, Bush took time out, however, to tell reporters that he could not sympathize with his Democratic opponent, who also had been under intense pressure to detail his family’s finances.

Bush’s tax returns had become an issue after he claimed he could not release them because he had placed all his assets in a blind trust when he took office.

In advance of the disclosure, Bush told reporters in Little Rock, Ark., “I hope everybody’s insatiable curiosity is resolved.”

As his aides released his tax returns for the three years that he has been in office, Bush kept to his campaign schedule, addressing rallies in Little Rock, Ark., and Tuba, Okla.
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Researchers find strenuous exercise helps protect against cardiac arrest

Associated Press

BOSTON - Regular jogging, chopping wood and other rugged exercise may help prevent sudden deaths from cardiac arrest, even though the odds of suffering one of these events during the workout itself are higher at other times, a study has found.

The researchers believe their work settles a long-standing controversy whether the benefits of strenuous exercise outweigh its risks - on the side of the benefits. The issue was raised again last July when author Jim Fixx, who helped spur the running craze in the United States, died of a heart attack while jogging in Vermont.

"The purpose of this study appears to resolve the apparent contradiction posed by the occurrence of deaths during exercise in the one hand and the burgeoning reports of the benefits of the exercise for coronary heart disease on the other," said an editorial published with the research in today's New England Journal of Medicine.

The study found, essentially, that hard exercise both increases and decreases the risk of cardiac arrest, a sudden lack of heart beat that can result from a heart attack, a heart rhythm disturbance or some other cardiac crises. During a workout, men are more likely than usual to have heart attacks or fatal seizures. But the rest of the time, their risk of cardiac arrest is actually lower. And by analogy, men who exercise regularly have a better chance than sedentary men of escaping them.

"One needs to try to weigh the risks and the benefits," said Dr. David Siscovick, who directed the research. "That's what this study did, and the benefits seemed to outweigh the risks."

The study was conducted by researchers at the University of North Carolina and the University of Washington, based on a review of 133 cases of cardiac arrest in King County, Wash., which includes Seattle.

The researchers interviewed the victims' wives to find out how much time the men had spent in such rigorous exercise as swimming, jogging, chopping wood or playing singles tennis, as well as whether they were taking medication during the activities.

They found that the more the men exercised, the less likely they were to suffer cardiac arrest during their exercise time. But even those who worked out more than 2 hours and 20 minutes a week were still five times as likely to have a seizure during exercise than at other times.

The risk was 15 times greater during exercise for those who worked out less but still got at least 20 minutes of exercise a week.

Sony unveils portable disc player

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Sony Corp on Tuesday unveiled a portable model of its compact disc system, an emerging audio technology that the sound industry predicts will eventually replace conventional record and tape systems.

Sony announced another innovation a decade ago but it will now commercially replace conventional record and tape systems.

Sony unveiled the portable disc player, the D-5, on the smallest of its family of portable disc players, the D-3, in the small east Bay area of California.

Guy Johnson of the Indiana lieutenant governor's office said Tuesday that Sony's new plant in Terre Haute is the only one in the country making the disc. However, it is being manufactured in Japan.

In Japan, Sony introduced two versions of the disc player. Some said the D-5 player serves as a portable battery pack and earphones, or can be plugged into conventional stereo systems.

The D-3, which will be available in November, measures 5 by 5 by almost 1 inch and can replace conventional vinyl records in the player. Sony carried a suggested list price of $299.95, but many electronics outlets in this country are discounting the disc.

The D-5 also features an "automatic sensor" that allows the player to locate and play favorite segments of a program by tracking a disc and scanning forward or backward over the disc until the desired segment is found.

Since Sony and some other disc players use laser discs and scanning systems, they are considered high-end consumer products.

Sony and other disc systems manufacturers have already set the disc system in the world.

The disc system will be the fastest growing audio concept in the last 25 years, Thomas E. Steckbeck, senior vice president in the audio division of Sony Consumer Products Group, a unit of Sony's American subsidiary, said at a news conference. He said today's prices are falling, the anticipated sales surge is beginning to occur.

Between 200,000 and 250,000 of the players are expected to be sold this year, up from 35,000 in 1983, and sales are expected to double again in 1985. Sales of the individual discs are expected to climb above 5 million units this year from 1 million in 1983.

The full-size players initially cost about $1,000, but some audio retailers are now selling versions of the machines for less than $500.

Prices of the discs have dropped to as low as $12 per disc from $25.

Sony and other disc system manufacturers are not only the system's superior sound quality relative to conventional stereo, but also its durability.

Conventional record players use a stylus, or needle, to read sound that is engraved in the grooves of the vinyl album.

Talking about art

Mary Beth Edelson addresses an audience in the art building last night, hoping to gauge future artists. Edelson is an Indiana painter and sculptor whose lecture was part of the visiting artists lecture series.

Policy

continued from page 1

 pepputire of the insurance dollar. Medicare and Medicaid shift was another reason for the change. He said Medicare and Medicaid often underpay a private medical facility by 10 to 20 percent as a regular policy. Hospitals acknowledge this underpayment is made up by cost increases to a private patient.

But all said the high cost of new medical technology and the technologists to run the new equipment increases the cost of medical costs in our country today.

Although an individual may pay up to $600 a year in deductibles, that $600 might pay for major surgery, such as a heart bypass, that could cost $100,000.

In the case of minor surgery, however, the cost of the deductible and the operation might be cheaper in dollar amount and the plan might not be seen as valuable to the faculty or staff member. But said the way we view the new plan "is a matter of perspective."

He said the new group health insurance plan "is a matter of perspective."

He said the new group health insurance plan was "a major coverage of health insurance protecting all faculty and staff. Admittedly, they do have to pay certain deductibles, in contrast with the old plan."

"I'm not opposed to communications on the issue of the group health insurance plan but, he said, he is just a technician of the plan."

Student Players present...

Sweeney Todd

a musical thriller

O'Laughlin Auditorium, Nov. 1, 2, 3, 4

Tickets on sale now at:
SAB Record Store $40 presale
Century Center $50 at door
O'Laughlin Aud. Box Office

JOE "KING" CARRASCO
Post Game Dance PARTY

AT Stepan Center
Saturday, October 6

TICKETS: $2" in advance
$3" at door available at SAB Record Store

* Opening Act for the Go-Go's
* On M.T.V.
* Sings with Michael Jackson!

SPONSORED BY SAB WITH WVFI
Past identity found in Nigerian ground

by Patty Tripathi

features staff writer

In 1958 when technically superb and extradia
luminous bronze or brass sculptures were excavated from life in Western Nigeria, it bewildered historians and archaeologists. These naturalistic sculptures, advanced in their casting, were unlike any other African work of art. Their similarity to European sculptures, unlike any other crafts as well. The clothing worn by the figures were of cloth and some embroidery on the shoulders was also evident. Beads of a variety of shapes and sizes were common on the figures and a great variety of bracelets of glass, metal or ivory with terracotta. Willett also shows how this relates to the arts of Benin and Oyo and to later sculpture of the Yoruba peoples who still inhabit Southwestern Nigeria.

By explaining how he carefully examined every minute detail of the sculptures, Willett illustrated his reasoning that these works of art were African. Unlike the European arts, the heads of the sculptures were as large as the rest of the body. The rings on the forehead, reciprocal curve of lower eyelid to the eyebrow, elaborate hairstyle, and the circular or triangular shape of the eyes of the sculptured heads helped to prove that these magnificent structures were African. The discovery of radio carbon proved false the ethnocentric view that people living in mud huts and under grass roofs could not have made such beautiful objects as the bronze and terracotta sculptures. The bronze and terracotta sculptures depict evidence of other crafts as well. The clothing worn by the figures were of cloth and some embroidery on the shoulders was also evident. Beads of a variety of shapes and sizes were common on the figures and a great variety of bracelets of glass, metal or ivory with terracotta. It is clear that these magnificent structures were African. The discovery of radio carbon proved false the ethnocentric view that people living in mud huts and under grass roofs could not have made such beautiful objects as the bronze and terracotta sculptures.

A Terracotta head

and traced the history of sculptures in Nigeria from the middle of the first millennium B.C. up to the present day as it has been revealed by a succession of excavations. In his lecture he links with life the great medieval center of portrait-like sculptures in bronze and terracotta. Willett also shows how this relates to the arts of Benin and Oyo and to later sculpture of the Yoruba peoples who still inhabit Southwestern Nigeria.

By explaining how he carefully examined every minute detail of the sculptures, Willett illustrated his reasoning that these works of art were African. Unlike the European arts, the heads of the sculptures were as large as the rest of the body. The rings on the forehead, reciprocal curve of lower eyelid to the eyebrow, elaborate hairstyle, and the circular or triangular shape of the eyes of the sculptured heads helped to prove that these magnificent structures were African. The discovery of radio carbon proved false the ethnocentric view that people living in mud huts and under grass roofs could not have made such beautiful objects as the bronze and terracotta sculptures. The bronze and terracotta sculptures depict evidence of other crafts as well. The clothing worn by the figures were of cloth and some embroidery on the shoulders was also evident. Beads of a variety of shapes and sizes were common on the figures and a great variety of bracelets of glass, metal or ivory with terracotta. It is clear that these magnificent structures were African. The discovery of radio carbon proved false the ethnocentric view that people living in mud huts and under grass roofs could not have made such beautiful objects as the bronze and terracotta sculptures. The bronze and terracotta sculptures depict evidence of other crafts as well. The clothing worn by the figures were of cloth and some embroidery on the shoulders was also evident. Beads of a variety of shapes and sizes were common on the figures and a great variety of bracelets of glass, metal or ivory with terracotta. It is clear that these magnificent structures were African.

Amateur umpires

Thick night clubs of New York City to an old rhythm and blues bar on a dark, rundown street, you'll find Lou Reed. His song fills every pore of the city and his music pounds like the heart of urban life. In a sense, he is the perfect model—with his vices, caudor, and toughness—and a "great defender" of it, as he sings on his new album, New Sensations.

The title a revitalized Lou Reed can be sensed. And once the opening chorus of "I Love You, Suzanne" rings out, it becomes clear that he's on a fresh turn in his long career. But the music is not the only thing special about his best single in years. It's the message. He sings about a woman named Suzanne and regardless of what she does, he's going to love her.

"I love you when you're good/I love you when you're bad/Do what you gotta do/But I love you, Suzanne." A special, unbreakable bond also exists in "My Friend George," as he sings.

Read in the paper about a man killed with a sword/And that's what I think of my friend George.

People said the man was free/fool six/Sounds like George with his killing stick.

In other words, his friend was not perfect, but Reed's quick to point out "I hear you talking about my friend George" and that you better get the word right before you label him.

"Turn to Me" is another song about a friend. Basically, Reed sings no matter what kind of bad his friend may say he's got, he'll always be there to help out. This brings up another point all of his good friends, in a sense, are "blood brothers," and behind Reed's dark shades and leather jacket is an honest, loyal guy. His front is just like his New York City, because behind all of the grizzly veneer is a town with a sensitive heart.

But, just like the city, Reed's not perfect. He's got his major vices, as he sings on "Endlessly Jealous." Jealousy endures weakly through my mind.

And jealousy often causes me to be awkward/I'm sorry I said that/I'm sorry I did that/I'm sorry, I'm sorry.

And in the title track he reminds the listener that "drunk and disorderly, I ain't no cop." In other words, he's telling it like it is, and if it isn't liked, there's not much he can do but be sorry.

Through all of these songs it is apparent that Lou Reed is no typical rock star. His music does not suffer through his self-expression. If anything, it stands-by itself, resolutely. "What Becomes a Legend Must" is a bit awkward and unremarkable, but there are other ten songs to other make up the difference. The gutural and drum intro on "Turn to Me," for example, have as much impact as some of The Rolling Stones' best. And "Down at the Arcade" rocks surely.

Oh, I'm the Great Defender, listen to my song/I really hope you like it, it isn't very long/It's rooted in the fifties, but its heart's in 1984/And if you really like it/Then I'll cut it a little more.

Reed's heart is clearly devoted to the present, as New Sensations illustrates. It's a solid workout that shows the "great defender" doing what he does best—no nonsense rock n roll. And even though it is rooted in the fifties, it's fresher than ever and makes one thing evident—he's going to have to sing it once more.

The album "New Sensations" by Lou Reed.

The album "New Sensations" by Lou Reed.

The album "New Sensations" by Lou Reed.
John Perez just wondering

dozen of bounteous oratory, accusing some of the president’s intimates of 
efforts. For example, the continuation of Edward Seagal’s bid to become the next U.S. Attorney General.

Meese, in case you do not remember, is one of President Reagan’s closest advisors. Unfortunately, it appears that Meese suffers from a very serious memory disorder. He to his complete. Then again, the White House person – they were given Federal jobs. Who memory bug struck again, and Ed Meese very unusual memory disorder. He forgot, for example, to make mortgage payments on his California home for fifteen months. “No problem,” the aide seemed to bear this out. Thomas did not official position to obtain private gain. “It was just a fluke,” the incident subsided, she accepted a high paying government job that was well described as “glamorous and unexciting.” A similar case in that of James Watt. As Secretary of the Interior, he was responsible for the protection of our nation’s natural resources. However, he proposed to nearly halve the acreage of Federal conservation areas, removed dozens of animals from the Endangered Species List, and ease restrictions on various industrial processes proven to be harmful to the environment. Where is Watt now? He worked for the same business interests he once regulated.

So, let’s stop looking at the candidates so closely. It’s too easy for them to make mistakes about the things we are making of our offices, we certainly need a

Max Lerner

The Lerner column

laziness and ignorant, that he doesn’t work, doesn’t drink and doesn’t involve himself in anything.

Given Reagan’s presidential and polls success, it recalls Lincoln’s historic response to those who complained about Grant’s drinking problem. “Tell him the drink and I’ll get it for your other generals.”

Tip O’Neill, who worries about Reagan’s work behind the scenes, says that the president never worked more than 2 1/2 hours a day “and never follows up.” Think of the collective entry this must arouse. It commits with Jimmy Carter’s 16 or 18 hours doing all the White House chores himself, and Barry Goldwater’s career overly ambitious if the non-super president.

Walter Mondale, much the pursuer of the point-Lerner’s column, says that Reagan is being held prisoner by his Palace Guards. Mondale has a point. Reagan is probably much more ambitious than the non-super president.

Militant pro-choice partisans are all “ignorant” given meaning to a new vein of events. In preparing for the Gromyk meeting, we were told, Reagan met with a cluster of unloyal Sovietologists and again with a cluster of unloyal Sovietologists and again with a cluster of unloyal molecular biologists. That the choice one must make in abortion is expressed very powerfully in the symbolic banes around which partisans in the abortion dispute rally. The banner of “pro-life” and “pro-choice” are not merely stenographic labels used solely to distinguish between competing moral and political agendas, but expressive symbol systems chosen by the partisans themselves to maximize the perceived connection between their political agendas and certain values deemed indispensable by the society in which they both interact.

This desire to escape the dilemma of having to make difficult choices about how to be faithful to the God who gives us life is expressed very powerfully in the symbolic banes around which partisans in the abortion dispute rally. The banner of “pro-life” and “pro-choice” are not merely stenographic labels used solely to distinguish between competing moral and political agendas, but expressive symbol systems chosen by the partisans themselves to maximize the perceived connection between their political agendas and certain values deemed indispensable by the society in which they both interact.

The “right-to-life” argument also risks becoming outdated, in this case the concern moral dooms to be worshiped is not “choice” or “freedom” but “life.” The position tends on the most narrow of bases-pre-natal, biological development. This position tends even if unintentionally to dismiss as trivial the moral dilemma faced by persons such as my wife and me who know that our gene pools contain the potential for giving birth to a child doomed to die of cystic fibrosis (a disease which has already claimed two of my brothers). For people in our position, the ambiguous (and thus the need to choose) is not the hypothetical nor easy nor trivial. Because Jeanecke and I have been married by friends and family and, yes, a religious faith that promes meaning even in the face of such risks, we cannot personally choose to abort the child we are now expecting on Saint Patrick’s Day. But such is one choice.

For others, the choice may well be different. And in a political climate which seems to demand both limits and cuts in the funding needed just to help a cystic fibrosis victim survive from day to day, I wonder how anyone could dare to judge the faithfulness and responsibilities of their decision.

Rev. J. Frederick Holper guest columnist

Only God can judge a decision on abortion

Because of my credentials, what I am to say may seem suspect to some, but I feel constrained to offer some observations on the campus discussion of abortion and political positions. As for my credentials, I am not a Roman Catholic, but an ordained Presbyterian minister; furthermore, I am a PhD Candidate in the department of theology, finally, I am a liturgical historian, not a moral theologian. Thus, I can claim no authority whatever except the faith we share as brothers and sisters in Christ.

The abortion question is so difficult for so many people – including people of faith from all religious traditions - because, more than perhaps any other moral dilemma now facing us, it erupts on the ambiguity we experience because we are human beings and not gods. Ambiguity is a most uncomfortable experience, for we would rather be absolutely sure of ourselves, and so we try to distance ourselves from the experience as best we can.

This desire to escape the dilemma of having to make difficult choices about how to be faithful to the God who gives us life is expressed very powerfully in the symbolic banes around which partisans in the abortion dispute rally. The banner of “pro-life” and “pro-choice” are not merely stenographic labels used solely to distinguish between competing moral and political agendas, but expressive symbol systems chosen by the partisans themselves to maximize the perceived connection between their political agendas and certain values deemed indispensable by the society in which they both interact.

This desire to escape the dilemma of having to make difficult choices about how to be faithful to the God who gives us life is expressed very powerfully in the symbolic banes around which partisans in the abortion dispute rally. The banner of “pro-life” and “pro-choice” are not merely stenographic labels used solely to distinguish between competing moral and political agendas, but expressive symbol systems chosen by the partisans themselves to maximize the perceived connection between their political agendas and certain values deemed indispensable by the society in which they both interact.

The “right-to-life” argument also risks becoming outdated, in this case the concern moral dooms to be worshiped is not “choice” or “freedom” but “life.” The position tends on the most narrow of bases-pre-natal, biological development. This position tends even if unintentionally to dismiss as trivial the moral dilemma faced by persons such as my wife and me who know that our gene pools contain the potential for giving birth to a child doomed to die of cystic fibrosis (a disease which has already claimed two of my brothers). For people in our position, the ambiguous (and thus the need to choose) is not the hypothetical nor easy nor trivial. Because Jeanecke and I have been married by friends and family and, yes, a religious faith that promes meaning even in the face of such risks, we cannot personally choose to abort the child we are now expecting on Saint Patrick’s Day. But such is one choice.

For others, the choice may well be different. And in a political climate which seems to demand both limits and cuts in the funding needed just to help a cystic fibrosis victim survive from day to day, I wonder how anyone could dare to judge the faithfulness and responsibilities of their decision.

Rev. J. Frederick Holper is a PhD candidate in theology at Notre Dame. Viewpoint

Now playing: Call of the President’s Men

As we enter the closing rounds of Campaign 84, we are beginning to see some reshuffling and brickbat throwing as the race strategies are being fine honed and fine tuned.

Edwin Meese’s bid to become the next U.S. Attorney General was certainly one of the more interesting political developments of the last month.

Ed Meese’s activities. With regard to his appointment, he did not say much about whether or not he would run this fall, but some things have come out in the past few days that may help clarify this.

Meese is certainly not the only Reagan aid afflicted with memory problems. Labor Secretary Ray Marshall offered hundreds of times to make mortgage payments on his California home for fifteen months. “No problem,” the aide seemed to bear this out. Thomas did not official position to obtain private gain. “It was just a fluke,” the incident subsided, she accepted a high paying government job that was well described as “glamorous and unexciting.” A similar case in that of James Watt. As Secretary of the Interior, he was responsible for the protection of our nation’s natural resources. However, he proposed to nearly halve the acreage of Federal conservation areas, removed dozens of animals from the Endangered Species List, and ease restrictions on various industrial processes proven to be harmful to the environment. Where is Watt now? He worked for the same business interests he once regulated.

So, let’s stop looking at the candidates so closely. It’s too easy for them to make mistakes about the things we are making of our offices, we certainly need a...
The Puerto Rican people need their independence

For a long time, Puerto Rican political discourse has focused on securing sovereign status, a position that recognizes the island’s unique cultural, historical, and political identity. However, progress towards this goal has been slow, as evidenced by the recent elections in which the government controlled by Governor Barceló was re-elected. The elections were marred by accusations of fraud and irregularities, and the result has been met with disappointment and frustration among the island’s population. The island continues to struggle for recognition as an independent sovereign nation.
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Lola Gordon Mora

guest column

Platforms on the questions of political status, PNP, and the US-PNP relationship (Independence). The fourth party, the PNP, was created by a split within the PNP. As previously mentioned, the PNP is the most important political party in Puerto Rico. The PNP has had a significant impact on Puerto Rican politics and has been a major player in the island’s political landscape.

The 1967 Treaty of Tlatelolco signed by the U.S. and 23 other nations prohibits nuclear weapons in Latin America, yet the U.S. military maintains several thousand nuclear missiles on the island, making it a primary target in a nuclear war.

Can Christianity transform society?

There are three kinds of society in the Western tradition that come to mind in the debate between rich and poor nations. They can be distinguished by their political, social, and religious structures. They are the Aristocratic society, the Greek society, and the Christian society.

The Greek society is associated with technological advance and worldly ambition. The Greeks were not, as the Aztecs, overwhelmed by the supernatural. In fact, they tended to ignore the supernatural or make it trivial. They felt at home as a historical and cultural force, and they were superbly equipped by nature to dominate the Greeks against the Romans the precedents of a commercial empire. They developed their political philosophy and morality on their own, and they were not constrained by the constraints of a religious system. They were therefore free to progress along the lines of their own thinking and with independence.

Extremes have a tendency to meet the Greek society shared with the Aristocratic society its propensity to violence and social injustice. Ambition creates stress; stress, neurosis; and neurosis, an incapacity for social life. In some respects, the modern society illustrates the pattern of behavior of the Greek kind of society. It is a secular and godless society. The wars of the twentieth century are to a large extent the result of ambition and a lack of moral sense. The economic life of the century has been dominated by the same social institutions. In poor countries, if conditions continue to get worse and worse, the Aristocratic kind of society may prevail and represent both a time bomb and a permanent obstacle to development.

The Greek and the Aristocratic societies have something in common. Both of them were, at a given time, transformed by Christianity. At the beginning of Christ, the Greek philosophy was in disarray; it had degenerated into astrology.

Can Christianity transform society?

Wills represents an apologetic generation

Dear Editor,
The fact that Garry Wills now occupies an endearing place in Catholic Catholicism has not prevented Catholic universities from not being able to change their minds about the right thing. It is true that even the best of us may have a blind spot. However, the problem is not the use of law to compensate for the island’s deficiencies as moral educators. Until the end of her time, she was able to make changes that will have little or no control in the following areas.

Puerto Rico has no international personality. The case is still under review by the United Nations’ decolonization committee. In the most recent session of that body, Venezuela supported a motion making money available in the island.

Trade and communications, air and marine transportation, immigration, emigration, custom laws and tariffs are all controlled by non-Puerto Rican authority.

The 1967 Treaty of Tlatelolco signed by the U.S. and 23 other nations prohibits nuclear weapons in Latin America, yet the U.S. military maintains several thousand nuclear missiles on the island, making it a primary target in a nuclear war.

Puerto Rico is used as a "pollution haven" by many American companies, Guantánamo being one of the main refuges of this destructive trend.

The island’s judicial system, which is subject to review by the U.S. courts, is in such a disreputable disarray that this summer a federal court had to decide whether basketball season could be held.

When American troops invaded Puerto Rico in 1980, they distributed bubble gum to the population. Since then, Puerto Rican history is barely touched upon in schools. As a consequence, more than 90 percent of the island” s population is not aware that a moral revolution has taken place and that an irreversible moral revolution has been set in motion.

The zealots who have been put in charge of us that a moral revolution has taken place and that an irreversible moral revolution has been set in motion are those who have taken over in the past to o b ­
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\( \text{Flowering Cyclamen $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Begonias $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Begonia $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Geraniums $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Orchids $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Lilacs $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Boxwood $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Chrysanthemums $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Forsythia $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Azaleas $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Hibiscus $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Geraniums $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Lilies $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Cyclamen $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Begonias $19.99 - 29.99} \)

\( \text{Flowering Begonia $19.99 - 29.99} \)
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Briefs continued from page 10

The ND Water Polo Club will play host to its annual fall tournament this weekend. Notre Dame will take on the University of Cincinnati at 7 p.m. tomorrow, Kenyon College at 10 a.m. Saturday and Ohio State University at 1 p.m. Saturday. Indiana University will also participate in the tournament. Admission is free. The Observer

The Co-Rec basketball entry deadline is next Wednesday, October 10. Rosters consisting of five men and five women should be submitted to the NVA office with a $10 entry fee. All men on a team must live in the same area, but women may participate on an "at large" basis. The Observer

The Co-Rec volleyball entry deadline is next Wednesday, October 10. Rosters of right to 12 men and women should be submitted to the NVA office. Six players - three men and three women - may participate at one time in the best-of-five matches. The Observer

The Co-Rec racquetball tourney is being sponsored by NVA. Entries may be made at the NVA office until next Wednesday, October 10. The Observer

A singles racquetball tourney is being sponsored by NVA. For more information and entry forms, stop by the NVA office by Wednesday, October 10. - The Observer

The ND Weightlifting Club will be meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the La Furniture Little Theatre. New members are welcome to attend. - The Observer

The ND Men's Volleyball Club will have practice tonight at 7 p.m. in the ACC pit. The Observer

The ND lacrosse team will be meeting at noon on Sunday at Carrier Field for team pictures. - The Observer

The Fall Festival flag football tournament was won by The Cobra Corps. The team downsed its opponents by scores of 13-0, 41-6, 53-12 and 39-12. The Cobra Corps players were: Mike Marinkovich, Dan Sullivan, John Simonelli, Rob Treuting, Dave Krcglovits, Rick Louthan and Kevin Bolin. - The Observer
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Monday's game

Series moves to San Diego
Cubs take 2-0 lead with 4-2 victory

Associated Press

CHICAGO - Bob Der nier transformed Chicago into a){a of Chicago runs and Steve Stout continued to silence San Diego's bats yesterday as the Cubs beat the Padres 4-2 and took a two-games-to-none lead in the National League Championship Series.

The Cubs moved to within one victory of advancing to their first World Series since 1945.

Since the current division format was instituted in 1969, no National League team has lost the first two playoff games and won the series. Only the 1982 Milwaukee Brewers have done it in the American League.

The Cubs won the opening game 13-0 Tuesday, 13-7, adding another laurel to the best season of his career, gave up only five hits, struck out two and walked three before giving way with one out in the top of the ninth to Lee Smith.

Smith, who had 33 saves during the season, struck out two and pitched a scoreless 10th inning to preserve the victory.

The wind in Wrigley Field changed dramatically from Game One to Game Two, and so did the nature.

The Cubs used five homers - two by Gary Matthews - to rough up San Diego in Game One. In Game Two, the wind died, and the Cubs turned to the speed of Der nier to manufacture two important runs.

Der nier went from first to third on a ground ball before scoring in the first inning, and he stole a base and scored in the fourth.

In between, the Cubs scored twice in the third inning on a double by Cey and a sacrifice fly by Judy Davis.

Thus, the Cubs, who last won the NL pennant in 1945, closed closer to glory again, while the Padres faced virtual elimination. The series moves to San Diego tomorrow night for Game Three. Games Four and Five, if necessary, are scheduled for Saturday and Sunday at San Diego.

Oct. 3, 1984 - Chicago's 13-0 victory in Game 1 with a minimum of controversy, also worked during the seven-week Gary Cary strike. Cary, who went deep in the hole, fielded the ball and threw to first.

Pomponio immediately and emphatically called Sandberg safe. Dick Williams, the San Diego manager, added the cautionary word, "eventually." There were six umpires at the AL playoffs but only four for the NL.

Cary said he did not want to stir up the dispute involve pay and job security, two areas covered for only two years in the four-year contract agreement reached April 5, 1982. Those parts of the contract expired Sunday, when the regular season ended.

Phillips, the attorney for strike in 1979 and has worked to achieve an early resolution to the dispute. But, he added the cautionary word, "eventually." To get together in Big Ten Conference college baseball.

The quartet that umpired Chicago's 13-0 victory in Game 1 with a minimum of controversy, also worked during the seven-week Gary Cary strike. Cary, who went deep in the hole, fielded the ball and threw to first.

Pomponio immediately and emphatically called Sandberg safe. Dick Williams, the San Diego manager, came out of the dugout and argued briefly with Pomponio before the call. On a television replay, Sandberg appeared to be out. The call became most moments later when Dave Dravecky picked Sandberg off first base.

Blake Callen, the NL supervisor of umpires and director of information, said that Phillips and Feeney had met yesterday and, that boded well for an early resolution to the dispute. But, he added the cautionary word, "eventually." There were six umpires at the AL playoffs but only four for the NL.

Cary also said the NL would stay with four and that if the strike is not settled by today, the NL would hire "guys who worked together in Chicago in 1979."

He added that for the World Series, "We'll probably get one crew from all around."

The tension in the dispute involve pay and job security, two areas covered for only two years in the four-year contract agreement reached April 5, 1982. Those parts of the contract expired Sunday, when the regular season ended. Phillips said the pay increase being offered now, by the major leagues amounted to $19,000, to be divided among 61 umpires "TV money has gone from $50 million in 1985 to $200 million in 1984," he said. "They are supposed to have a share of that. We are out of pocket."
Illinois State takes first place
Irish finish third in tournament

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Writer

In their first competition of the 1984 fall season, the Notre Dame men's tennis team finished third in last weekend's Irish Invitational Tournament. Illinois State captured the top prize while Oral Roberts University came in second. rounding out the field was the University of Evansville.

On Saturday, Notre Dame opened the tourney by defeating Evansville, 6-3. Later in the day, though, the fortunes of the Irish changed as they were defeated by eventual champion Illinois State. On Sunday, the Irish suffered another defeat, this time to Oral Roberts by a 6-3 score. Coach Tom Fallon was pleased by his team's performance, however.

"The teams we played were tough," said Fallon, "and they are a good cross-section of the teams we'll be playing throughout the year. Overall, I was satisfied with our play. The matches were close. We have a lot of new faces this year including two freshmen and a sophomore who didn't play last year."

Fallon felt that the team's main problem is finding the right doubles combinations. "We have no returning doubles teams this year," said the Irish coach, "and right now we are experimenting with different pairs. We have worked out by our next match."

Fallon is very optimistic about this year's team and feels that with a little more competition and experience the 1984-85 squad will be better than last year's 23-9 team.

The Irish play next at Ohio University in a quadrangular match at the end of the month. Also competing will be the University of Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky University.

Associate Press

DENVER — Denver Broncos Coach Dan Reeves had modest goals for his team heading into the 1984 National Football League season: improve each week, learn from inevitable mistakes, try not to play itself out of playoff contention by the halfway point of the season.

"We're too young to even think about going to the Super Bowl," Reeves said during training camp.

But whether he likes it or not, some of his players have begun entertaining thoughts of Palo Alto. In January, A's 1984 record, including the last six weeks' 16-13 victory over the world champion Los Angeles Raiders, does that to a team. The anticipation for the upcoming season will be intensified when the Denver Broncos face the Portland State Flamingos from the stands — with Bronco running back Sammy Winder on the cover.

Are the Broncos for real? Probably. But it's much too early in the season to make any certain conclusions. "I'm worried about our players believing everything they hear," Reeves said yesterday. "The fact is, if we don't play hard every game, we can get beat. We're not a team that's going to blow away any opponents."

Potential was a word that only the kindest of observers applied to the Broncos entering this season. This was a team being led by a quarterback who back during his mid-season struggles, an almost nonexistent running attack, and with a defense that was beginning to show signs of age and was sure to feel the loss of one of the game's best middle linebackers, Randy Gradishar.

"The defense should be better this year," Reeves said. "But we're not a team that's going to blow away any opponents."

"I'm worried about our players believing everything they hear," Reeves said yesterday. "The fact is, if we don't play hard every game, we can get beat. We're not a team that's going to blow away any opponents."

Potential was a word that only the kindest of observers applied to the Broncos entering this season. This was a team being led by a quarterback who back during his mid-season struggles, an almost nonexistent running attack, and with a defense that was beginning to show signs of age and was sure to feel the loss of one of the game's best middle linebackers, Randy Gradishar.

"The defense should be better this year," Reeves said. "But we're not a team that's going to blow away any opponents."

Potential was a word that only the kindest of observers applied to the Broncos entering this season. This was a team being led by a quarterback who back during his mid-season struggles, an almost nonexistent running attack, and with a defense that was beginning to show signs of age and was sure to feel the loss of one of the game's best middle linebackers, Randy Gradishar.

"The defense should be better this year," Reeves said. "But we're not a team that's going to blow away any opponents."

Potential was a word that only the kindest of observers applied to the Broncos entering this season. This was a team being led by a quarterback who back during his mid-season struggles, an almost nonexistent running attack, and with a defense that was beginning to show signs of age and was sure to feel the loss of one of the game's best middle linebackers, Randy Gradishar.

"The defense should be better this year," Reeves said. "But we're not a team that's going to blow away any opponents."

Potential was a word that only the kindest of observers applied to the Broncos entering this season. This was a team being led by a quarterback who back during his mid-season struggles, an almost nonexistent running attack, and with a defense that was beginning to show signs of age and was sure to feel the loss of one of the game's best middle linebackers, Randy Gradishar.
Kansas City's Mike Ferraro and tossed his bat and helmet in the air, but remained in the game. Only one team - the Milwaukee Brewers in 1982 - ever has come back to win the best of five playoff series in the American League Championship Series at the Kansas City Royals last night, 5-3 in 11 innings.

W. R. Grace is a $6.1 billion multinational with balanced business interests in chemicals, natural resources and consumer products. In 1983, Grace earned $59 million in these businesses.

We need outstanding individuals to go to work in our corporate headquarters in New York. We prefer majors in accounting, but will consider other majors with a minimum of three accounting courses. These positions are in the Financial Planning and Analysis Division of W. R. Grace & Co.

The Division's job is to assist the Chief Executive Officer and corporate management in analyzing the strategic and operating issues facing Grace's businesses. As a member of this division, you will review all major capital investment proposals, and under take special projects initiated by corporate management by the operating divisions or by the department itself.

If you're successful, you will spend several years in this planning and analysis division, after which relocation outside of New York City is likely.

Promotion and increased responsibilities will be principally financial, opening up possible moves into positions throughout our international operations.

W. R. Grace is a unique company, a $6.1 billion multinational with balanced business interests in chemicals, natural resources and consumer products. Growth like this relies upon people with an unusual mix of professional abilities and individual characteristics. If you can prove it to us, and you like assuming responsibility, we would like you to tell us about it, or show us your resume and we will arrange to visit with you on campus.

Send your resume to Joseph Fitzgerald, Manager, College Recruitment, W. R. Grace & Co., 114 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036.

We're looking for
Wharton accounting majors
with the
GRACE DIMENSION
We're looking for Wharton accounting majors with the
GRACE DIMENSION

One step ahead of a changing world.
Soccer team retains 8th spot in rankings

By PHIL WOLF
Assistant Sports Editor

The Notre Dame soccer team, which tied one game and lost one last week, retained the same 8th spot in the regional rankings this week.

The Irish held on to their ranking despite disappointing scores at Loyola last Wednesday. On Friday, Notre Dame downed DePaul, 7-0, at Carter Field, and the team beat Saint Joseph's/Renestad, 6-1, Sunday on Alumni Field.

The rankings are determined by a board of seven collegiate soccer coaches who comprise the Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America Mideast Region. The voting is done every Sunday night during the soccer season.

The top spot in this week’s poll is held by Indiana, which has been in the number-one position for the entire season. The Hoosiers, defending two-time national champions, 5-1, on September 23. The Hoosiers also are ranked number one in the national poll this season.

Indiana received all seven first-place votes for a total of 70 points. The Hoosiers’ record is 9-0-2 with the only blemish on their record a 2-1 loss to Akron.

Akron retained second place this week with 65 points. Notre Dame will play host to Akron, which now has a 6-1-2 record, on October 1.

Evansville is third in the rankings with 55 points. Cleveland State is fourth with 46 and Bowling Green is fifth with 41. Western Michigan and Wisconsin-Milwaukee are tied in sixth place.

Notre Dame had a record of 8-1-2 when the voting occurred, and the Irish collected 25 points for eighth place.

Notre Dame opposes Michigan State and Wisconsin-Madison held the ninth and tenth places, respectively. Since the rankings were deter-
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mined, the Irish have added another victory to their record. The win came on the road Tuesday night at Saint Francis, where Notre Dame won, 5-2.

Five different Notre Dame players accounted for the goals. Sophomore Pat Strain got his tenth goal of the season just eight minutes into the game with an assist from freshman Steve Lowney. Junior John Gibbs collected his second goal with an assist from junior Dave Miles, who also gave an assist to freshman John Fonseka. Miles later scored his own goal - his sixth of the year - with an assist from Strean.

The highlight of the evening for the Irish came at the “76-97” (10:00) when senior tri-captain Rich Her-

degen scored the 50th goal of his career at Notre Dame. The goal, which is Herdegen’s ninth of the season, makes him only the second player in Notre Dame soccer history to reach the 50 goal mark. Gibbs gave Herdegen the assists on the goal.

The Irish will take their 9-1-2 record to Saint Louis on Sunday to take on the nationally-ranked Billikens at 2 p.m.


**Irish golfers finish third, gain respect**

By MARK STADTMUELLER

As far as coach Noel O'Sullivan is concerned, the Notre Dame golf program gained plenty of respect as the Irish placed third among 13 teams in the Midwestern Conference Championship this week.

The competition was held Sunday and Monday at the French Lick Golf Course, site of the 1976 Conference Championship. The respect was garnered because Notre Dame finished just behind Oral Roberts to the point where these athletes can come in and help the team at any time. After evaluating the performances of Mike Kiernan and Ron Weissenhofer in last week's game, it is apparent that Irish coach Gerry Faust and his staff deserve accolades.

Both of these players were called upon to fill in rather well and the work ethic portrayed by Faust that last week was pleased with how the young players did in the injury situation that occurred.

Over the last two weeks the Irish have been battered. On the defensive line, Greg Ulmer was hurt against Colorado, Mike Griffin was injured during practice last week, Mike Larkin is expected to be out for at least another week and his leg injury.

Junior defensive tackle Mike Kiernan has been called on to contribute to the Notre Dame defense lately. Along with junior inside linebacker Ron Weissenhofer, Kiernan will be called upon Saturday to help cut out an Irish defense that has been severely hampered by injuries.

Part of rebuilding program

Maternowski leads ND volleyball

By MIKE SIOCA

The Notre Dame women's volleyball program has grown a deal over the past four years, and the growing pains frequently have put a strain on many of the players. The program was upgraded last year when scholarships were first awarded, and the schedule was expanded for three years until the athletic department decided this past winter to throw a good deal of energy into volleyball.

This starting and re-starting of the program has been tough for most of the players. They have been playing for four different coaches and suffered through schedules that did not seem to improve with the program. However, nobody has felt the changes as much as the current seniors, who arrived at Miami during the first foundation of a building program and now find themselves in very much the same position.

One of those seniors is Josie Matemowski. A senior and now a varsity sport for the second time and one of the first two scholarship players (fellow senior Mary Jo Lambert, who came to Notre Dame's graduation rate of its football players suffering at all.

Who is the real national champion?

*Jeannette D. Nelson/The Observer/Ed Domanisky*

```
"I've been here 10 years, and there have been more than a handful of football recruits who have gone through the application process and then been told there's no scholarship."
```

Anybody familiar with the relationship between academics and athletics at Notre Dame would know that this statement could not have come out of the Notre Dame admissions office. Instead, it comes out of the admissions office of Saturday's football opponent, the University of Miami.

Miami, you will recall, is the defending national champion based upon its stunning upset of top-ranked Nebraska in last year's Orange Bowl. But on the way to that victory, Miami's academic history, the Hurricane seem to have left behind academically. And that's what The Miami Herald last summer showed that of the seniors on the 1982 and '83 Hurricane squad, only 15 percent graduated.

Under coach Howard Schnellenberger, Miami graduated 25 percent of its players from 1979 through last year's championship season. The College Football Association's most recent estimates say that the national graduation rate of football players stands somewhere around 35 percent. Miami's pair of figures certainly don't speak too well for the relationship between academics and athletics at Miami.

The Coral Gables, Fla., school wasn't always bad in this area as academics are concerned, though. For the three seasons prior to 1979, a 1976 Harvard study showed Miami's average to be 50 percent of graduating rate of Miami football players. The question to be asked then, is whether a decline in academics is a necessary evil in college football.

We have no future as far as our own football team's concerned, Notre Dame, while not much of a contender for the national crown in recent years, has had a grip on the top spot more times than one, and has dominated the league's schedule. The team's record in its first two years was 1-10, and in each of the first two seasons, Notre Dame was able to make few improvements in the program. The team's record improved from 1-7-5 to 5-0-1 during her first two years, but the lack of scholarship funds hurt the team last year against a more challenging schedule, but not overly difficult.

Last season's 1-11-3 record was the signal to the athletic department that some change was needed. lam ber, a former coach at Stanford, was hired, more scholarships were awarded, and the schedule was made much more difficult. Once again, Maternowski was part of the beginning of a volleyball program.

"My years here have been quite a learning experience," says Maternowski. "I can't say that I've learned in patience. You always feel like something's missing when you anticipate that something will happen and it doesn't. Now, there's a lot of talk about playing USC and teams like that in a few years. I was a freshman. I was hoping that today would come along while I was here. It's forced me, as a player, to think that volleyball isn't everything."